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Abstract- With a growing air pollutants, we developed a sophisticated Air quality detecting system using Raspberry Pi 3B+. 

The device includes monitoring the air first-class through the use of considering parameters like Suspended particulate keep in 

mind (SPM), Carbon dioxide, Ozone, Carbon monoxide, Smoke, temperature and humidity. Particulate depend being a 

completely vital parameter offers a smooth indication of pollutants in that precise time within the area. The ones pollutant 

records are extracted using sensors like MQ7, MQ135, MQ9, DSM501A, DHT11, and so on. Maximum of those sensors 

produces analog output so an Analog to digital converter is wanted earlier than providing the statistics to the Raspberry pi 

3B+ microcontroller. the usage of software program and coding of the Raspberry Pi 3B+, the statistics are analyzed and a 

graph to show the modifications in the locality and time in which the test is plotted. The results acquired have been hooked up. 

The check is carried out in a locality at Rajarhat, New metropolis, Kolkata and the outcomes had been in evaluation with that 

from a neighborhood environment manipulates authority. This gadget would assist to take actual-time decisions and really 

effective in today’s state of affairs of excessive air pollution in maximum of the Indian towns. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Air is one of the crucial components of our biosphere. The 
exceptional of air is converting day by day. all the 

industrialization influences the air nice so the additives of 

air, consisting of nitrogen, carbon dioxide, carbon 

monoxide, Sulphur dioxide and so on are converting. 

These modifications for gases are affecting the 

environment. To get an idea of this converting of great and 

the quantity of pollutants over the years our task is used. 

This change in nice of the air is affecting people in 

addition to other animals and plant health. because of this 

high industrialization, massive amount of pollution is 

being added in the air, which might be overseas. 

 

II. PREVIOUS WORK 
 

In [1], graph lab is used for monitoring the air best in 

indoor surroundings. In [2], the idea of IoT [8] is used to 

screen the air pollutants thru Raspberry Pi 3B+ and takes 

into account the parameters of PM, CO, CO2, 
Temperature, Humidity and air stress. But, pollution like 

Nitrogen Dioxide, Sulphur Dioxide, and Ozone are not 

taken in it. This can produce faulty results, as the 

concentrations of those pollutants may be excessive in a 

few areas. [3] Indicates the use of internet socket and 

Raspberry Pi 3B+ to monitor pollution but the demanding 

situations faced is protection of information and garage 

management. In [4], the writer explains the raspberry 

interfaced tracking manner. Maximum of the previous 

works lacks sensors of all sorts of pollutants. Further, 

records security and management wish to be taken into 

consideration. Movable gadgets help in higher extraction 

of pollutant records. 

 

III. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

The primary machine ever made, measures CO, CO2, SO2 

and NO2, had been calculated the usage of exceptional 

infrared sensors. The final results of the device had been 

saved in a one-of-a-kind information server. 

Environmental parameters with the assist of some 

aerometric sensors and fuel sensors were measured using 

the PIC18F87K22 microcontroller.  
 

Sensor nodes are set up in exclusive areas for actual time 

monitoring of environment. The outcomes were published 

through the metropolis map. Raspberry pi 3B+ turned into 

used for implementing the gadget. Parameters like C02, 

C0, temperature and strain ware measured however no 

pressure turned into given on particulate count number, 

which made the paintings incomplete. 

 

Recent development of an almost ideal air high-quality 

tracking gadget the use of raspberry pi became carried out 
however it did now not encompass any actual time sensor 

for SO2, NO2 and ozone that makes a gap within the 

model. 
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In our model, we have attempted to make an air 
satisfactory measuring gadget the usage of Raspberry pi 

three B+ microcontrollers. Right here we've used MQ2, 

MQ7, MQ9, MQ135, DHT11 and DSM501A sensors 

  

for measuring flammable fuel, Carbon dioxide (CO2), 

Carbon Monoxide (CO), different minor pollutant gases 

(like methane), temperature and humidity and suspended 

particulate count number. Most of the preceding models 

have shown outcomes using sensors but some challenges 

we there regarding the ozone sensing. Here, ozone 

monitoring changed into carried out the use of MQ 131 

sensor and the gadget suggests powerful effects. 
 

IV. SYSTEM DESIGN 
 

The Raspberry pi 3B+ is used, with unique sensors linked 

to it. The machine wishes to gather facts thru the unique 

sensors for a selected locality to display the air pollution. 
The design involves both hardware and software 

components. The parameters of ozone, particulate count 

(PM), Carbon dioxide (CO2), Carbon monoxide (CO), 

fuel, temperature and humidity are considered. The 

sensors of the MQ collection are used, i.e., MQ-131, MQ-

7, MQ-2, MQ-nine, MQ-135. Similarly, to those, DSM-

501A, DHT-eleven is used for measuring Particulate count 

and temperature & humidity respectively. Those sensors 

are related with the Raspberry pi 3B+, then analyzed by 

using Python language, and then displayed on a display to 

apprehend the air first-class of a specific locality. 

 
The sensors referred to above had been already utilized in 

various previous models in this field. But, none of the 

models used the ozone sensor alongside other sensors to 

degree the ozone level of selected vicinity. Right here, in 

our project, we have implemented an ozone sensor to 

make the measuring device extra concrete and honest on 

account that ozone sensing has come to be a crucial area in 

pollution tracking.  

 

We’ve got used MQ131 sensor to measure the ozone level. 

As an entire, this gadget is an extra whole and wonderful 
than any preceding version, which had been made to 

measure the air exceptional of positive vicinity. The 

proposed device gives low value, low electricity, compact 

in nature and particularly correct gadget for tracking the 

various parameters of the environment. 

 

1. Raspberry Pi 3B+: 

Raspberry Pi 3B+ microcontroller has feature adjustments 

within the memory and in assisting peripheral gadgets. 

This model of Pi has got the Ethernet and USB ports. The 

Ethernet adapter is attached to an extra USB port. Inside 

the previous fashions of this microcontroller, i.e., A, A+, 
and Pi 0 models, the USB port is attached to the device on 

a chip. In the model of Raspberry pi used inside the 

pollution monitoring device the USB or the Ethernet chip 

incorporates a five-port USB hub, but out of the five ports 

simplest four ports are available to be used.  
 

The running structures supported by using Raspberry Pi 

are Raspbian, home windows 10 and Ubuntu. Raspberry 

Pi three B+ has quad-center processor. 

 

2. Sensing Devices: 

MQ series sensors are used within the gadget to achieve 

the data which can be interfaced with the raspberry pi 

three B+ to decide the consequences at ultimate. MQ 131 

is the ozone sensor, which converts exchange of 

conductivity to correspond output sign of gas 

concentration. 
  

It has corrected sensitivity to ozone in extensive range. 

MQ 9 is beneficial for gas detection which includes LPG, 

CO and CH4, i-butane, smoke and so forth. The sensitivity 

of the sensor [7] can be adjusted by means of using 

potentiometer. MQ 7 is used in detecting Carbon dioxide. 

All of these produce analog outputs so an analog-to-digital 

converter is used.  

 

DSM 501A is the sensor that is used for sensing the 

Particulate depend (PM) within the environment which is 
a very crucial parameter of air pollutants. It operates on an 

extensive variety of temperature and produces powerful 

end result. DHT eleven is used for sensing temperature 

and humidity. 

 

 
Fig 1. Block Diagram of the Air Quality Monitoring 

System. 

 

The left most part shows the sensing devices and they are 

connected to the ADC and then to the Raspberry Pi 3 B+ 
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microcontroller. The display is obtained from it to show 

the results. 
 

V. SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION 

 
1. Matplotlib: 

Matplotlib is a second plotting python library. The 

matplotlib includes commands for plotting one-of-a-kind 

forms of graphs. Here we've got used the library to devise 

actual time data with the time on x-axis and quantity of the 

detail and compound present in y-axis. 

 

At the beginning, we downloaded the library of the unique 

sensor for GitHub then install it. After that, import the 

sensor library as an instance for sensor DHT11, 

>>>import Adafruit_DHT 
 

Fig 2. Plot showing the variation of pollutant in the 

Morning. 

 

 
Fig 3. Plot showing the variation of pollutants in the 

Evening. 

 

Then if on pressing entre the next arrow comes black then 

it was ready to go. Then we executed the code for the 

sensors with a specific delay of 60 seconds for update. 

Then on perfect execution, we open LibreOffice where we 

opened the saved file, which displayed the values from the 

sensors. The matplotlib library is then downloaded and 

installed.Then matplotlib is imported and the python code 

is writtenand a real time graph is obtained from the 

sensors output. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 
 

In our system, we have used Raspberry pi 3B+ 

microcontroller along with different real time sensors to 

analyze the environmental parameters and then take 

appropriate action based on the generated results. D for 

every day (24 hours); A for Annual; 8 hours for any 8 

hours of an afternoon; 1 hour for 1 hour of a day; NM for 

no longer measured. 

 

 
 

Fig 4. **This air great station is operated manually, twice 

each week, as according to instructions of the vital 

pollutants manipulate Board. Statistics mentioned are 24 

hours common finishing at 6 AM on 27/01/2019 

***country wide Ambient Air fine trendy-2009` 

 

Right here we have measured the amount of pollutant 

inside the air of a specific location of Hyderabad and 

calculated the level of pollutants will exceed from the 
standardized restriction of air pollution or now not. After 

the calculation has completed, we've plotted the graph 

based totally on generated effects. The statistics acquired 

from the sensing gadgets are in comparison with the same 

old [9] and actual statistics available. Those offer the idea 

of the alternate in pollutants ranges from what's taken into 

consideration regular.  

 

The system we've made is a low fee and bendy gadget and 

modularity of this model could be very high and the 

generated output is very accurate than the other modern-
day fashions. A great collaboration between sensors and 

the mini-pc has been hooked up by using the use of a 

compact analog-to-virtual converter, which through using 

eases the manner of facts collection. The usage of this 

version, we've accumulated data from crowded and non-

crowded places, as an example, university campus and 
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open areas and each time the accuracy of statistics become 

great.  Thru this version, we are capable of measure nearly 
all of the common air pollution in our environment. for 

that reason, it's far one of the compact air- satisfactory 

tracking structures nowadays. 

 

VII. CHALLENGES FACED 
 

1. Collecting Beneficial Statistics: 
Initially gathering the information and acquire them ware 

a big challenge to be performed. Here the information is 

various type of gas pollutants, which are usually various 

relying upon the environment. Every molecule has 

particular characteristic. Therefore, it was very tough to 

discover them all in one area. The use of many unbiased 

sensors makes our paintings smooth and efficaciously 

gathers the information from one-of-a-kind regions and 

facilitates to technique them to plot the graphs accurately. 

 

2. Garage Shortage: 
As according to the call for, the storage unit is under 

tolerance on this version. However, in destiny in addition 

storage will be wished when the number of records will 

exceed than its default garage potential. That time we need 

to apply additional storage unit with the gadget in an effort 

to make the gadget works perfectly. 

 

VIII. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 
 

In future, further development that may be accomplished 

on this version is by way of putting the sensors on an 

object that is movable in nature. This model may be 

arranged close to any business or any location where the 

level of air pollution is so high that it exceeds the 

standardized level of air pollution, in order that it can be 

used to come across the pollutants and then a websites 

may be developed with a view to inform the authority to 

reduce the amount of pollutants.  sensors that are used in 

our venture work also can be carried out in various forms 
of drones, which could pass around and perceive the 

polluted dealers of the surroundings.  

 

This version may be additionally implemented in domestic 

air con gadgets in order that it can reveal the condition of 

air inner a domestic. If the amount of dust particle is 

higher than the ok degree then it may take suitable action 

to measure the dust particles and reduce the level as an 

awful lot as possible. Computerized air purification tool 

can also be implemented by means of the use of this 

prototype model. 
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